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indeed was there ever any such matter, but every man rather
studieth to keep his feat and trade as secret to himself as he
can for fear of his fellow, lest being espied it might be taken
out of his hands " 1. But there is evidence to show that, on
some occasions at any rate, the Company did fix prices *;
and even if the practice were exceptional, it was able in-
directly to ensure that prices were kept at a high level. The
' stint', the regulation of shipping, the ' show days', and
the rules governing the transaction of business 3, were all
designed to prevent the market from being overstocked and
prices from falling. Yet there was not wanting, even in
official quarters, some recognition that the policy of high
prices defeated its own ends. In 1602 the governor of the
Company wrote to Cecil: "It is not the great price of cloth
that is good either for the customs or to set people on work,
for the higher the price the less is sold ; since our cloth has
borne these great prices more cloth has been made in Ger-
many than before " 4. The admission was noteworthy, for
though it was not intended as a reflection on the policy of
the Company5, it shattered the pretensions on which the
Merchant Adventurers had rested their principal claim to
the nation's gratitude. The growth of competition—'all
the world striving to engross all the trade they can'6—
gradually forced upon English merchants the conviction
that they must make it the interest of other nations to
trade with them by discarding the traditional policy of high
prices 7.
(iii.) stand- To ' uphold the price * of English wares in foreign markets
was one °kJect of commercial policy; the other, and its
necessary corollary, was to uphold their ' estimation and
goodness'8. The unskilful and deceitful manufacture of
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